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Transforming constituent-based annotation into dependency-based annotation has
been shown to work for different treebanks and annotation schemes (e.g. Lin (1995)
has transformed the Penn treebank, and Kübler and Telljohann (2002) the Tübinger
Baumbank des Deutschen (TüBa-D/Z)). These ventures are usually triggered by the
conﬂict between theory-neutral annotation, that targets most needs of a wider audi-
ence, and theory-speciﬁc annotation, that provides more ﬁne-grained information for
a smaller audience. As a compromise, it has been pointed out that treebanks can be
designed to support more than one theory from the start (Nivre, 2003). We argue that
information can also be added to an existing annotation scheme so that it supports ad-
ditional theory-speciﬁc annotations. We also argue that such a transformation is useful
for improving and extending the original annotation scheme with respect to both am-
biguous annotation and annotation errors. We show this by analysing problems that
arise when generating dependency information from the constituent-based TüBa-D/Z.
TüBa-D/Z is a treebank of German newspaper texts from ‘die tageszeitung’ using the
Topological Field (TopF) model for the syntactic descriptions of sentences (Höhle,
1986), combined with the annotation of phrase structure and grammatical functions.
The conversion into dependencies is based on the head/non-head information of the
grammatical functions (for more details cf. Kübler and Telljohann, 2002). The phrase
structure annotation shown in ﬁgure 1 is transformed accordingly into the dependency
representation in ﬁgure 2.
TheconversionofTüBa-D/Z intodependencystructurerevealed thatsomeconstituent-
based annotations carried less information than intended. One such area is the distinc-
tion between coordination and elliptical structures: both phenomena used to be rep-
resented in TüBa-D/Z by nodes that only have children with empty edge labels. This
annotation made it difﬁcult and sometimes impossible to distinguish coordinations
from elliptical structures. In the tree in ﬁgure 1, it was very hard to tell whether the
last noun phrase (NX) in the middleﬁeld (MF) is an elliptical noun phrase or a split-up
conjunct. To overcome these problems, a new edge label (KONJ) has been introduced
representing conjuncts in all coordinations. Another area where the introduction of
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Figure 1: Split up conjuncts resemble ellipsis without edge label KONJ
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Figure 2: The dependency representation of the tree shown in ﬁgure 1.
this label helped to provide sufﬁcient information is complex coordinations, where it
turned out to be problematic to distinguish conjuncts from multi-word conjunctions.
In conclusion, we have shown that systematically converting TüBa-D/Z into a depen-
dency representation is not only feasible but can be helpful to improve the original
annotation.
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